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This study investigates the market reaction to cash dividend announcements for the period

2000–2004 employing data from the Athens Stock Exchange (ASE). In particular, the paper

examines both the stock price and trading volume response to dividend distribution

announcements. Dividend distributions in Greece demonstrate noticeable differences to

those of the US, the UK and other developed markets. First, dividends in Greece are paid

annually rather than quarterly or semi-annually. Second, the Greek corporate laws 2190/1920

and 148/1967 specifically designate the minimum amount for distribution from the taxed

corporate profits. Third, neither tax on dividends nor on capital gains was imposed during the

period under examination. Fourth, Greek listed firms are characterized by high ownership

concentration where major owners are usually involved in management and therefore have

less need for dividend announcements as an information source. Despite this neutralized

information and tax environment, we document significant market reaction to dividend

change announcements, lending support to the “information content of dividends hypothesis”.
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1. Introduction

The question of why companies distribute dividends when these are often taxed more heavily than capital gains has puzzled

academics for several years. Miller and Modigliani (1961) were the first to conclude that dividends do not affect firm value under

perfect capital markets. Instead, they argued that only the investment policy can affect corporate value. Since then, the dividend

puzzle has motivated a number of researchers to investigate the impact of dividend distributions on firm value.

Thefirst explanationbehind thedecision todistributedividends is basedonmarket imperfectionsdue to informationasymmetries.

Managers are supposed tohave superior information about the current and futurefinancial position of thefirm to that of investors and

use the dividend to signal asymmetric information about the firm's future earnings (Daniels, Shin, and Lee, 1997). Therefore, dividend

change announcements convey valuable information to the market as a reflection of managerial expectations regarding current and

future cashflows. Consequently, dividend increases (decreases) conveypositive (negative) information to themarket about the future

prospects of firms that distribute dividends. Under this explanation, therefore, an announcement of a dividend increase (decrease) is

accompanied by a rise (fall) in stock prices. The above argument is considered to be the key premise of the so-called “information

content of dividendshypothesis” or the “dividend signalinghypothesis” initially proposed by Lintner (1956) and further developed by

Fama, Fisher, Jensen, and Roll (1969) and Ambarish, John, and Williams (1987).

Jensen (1986) provided a second explanation for dividend distribution based on agency costs. In particular, Jensen (1986)

argued that a firm with substantial free cash flows might accept negative net present value investments that promoted the

objective of managers. Lang and Litzenberger (1989) deduced that if firms overinvest, an increase in the dividend amount, all else
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